
Male Amobile Panther - Born Feb 2022, Purchased by Stephanie in Oct 2022 from breeder, sold on KSL & purchased on Dec 30 2022 - Friendly but shy, does not like to be held with 
hands, get out by using branch, will freely climb on you from there, is a shy eater

Date Day Temp 
(F)

Day 
Humidity

Basking 
Temp

Night Temp 
(F)

Night 
Humidity Behaviors to Note Suppliment Ate Poop Notes

1/6 calcium Light orange urate, solid poop
1/7 Rapashy LoD

1/13

Slow in morning to get to 
basking sot, stays in sleeping 
spot for about an hour before 
moving.  Yesterday almost fell 

off branch

calcium 2 crickets

1/14
Trying to climb out of cage when 
dooris open.  Looking for higher 

place to be?
calcium 1 horn

1/15 calcium Light orange urate, solid poop

1/17

Can see red veins in mouth?  
Maybe more saliva than normal, 

took at least 1.4 hrs to move 
from basking light in morning.  

Went to bed 1/5 hrs before lights 
turned off

Rapashy LoD

1/18 calcium 1 silk, 1 horn Hydrated urate, solid poops

1/22 Eyes closed around 5 pm, lights 
not out yet, in sleepoing spot calcium ? Found a few days old poop, 

urate was mostly white

1/23 Eyes closes around 5 pm, lights 
not out yet, in sleeping spot calcium 1 horn

1/24

Almost fell in morning when 
getting up, arm hanging when 

climbing on branch.  Put heater 
in room to try and bring up 

ambient temp incase he is too 
cold during the days.  Will see if 
this aids in his behavior changes

calcium 1 super Hydrated urate, 1 poop was 
hard and seemed dehydrated

1/25 72 50 80s 60s 80s

Started moving around 8:20 am, 
climbed down near bottom of 
enclosure, slupped and hung 

there for a while, near his 
sleeping spot

calcium 1 super

1/26 72 50s 80s 60s 80s In sleeping spot at 4:45, eyes 
closed, lights not out yet calcium 1 super

1/28 72 50s 80s 60s 70s calcium 1 horn

1/29 72 48 83 66 85

Moving around about an hour 
after lights turned on, in sleeping 

spot at 1:45- eyes open; eyes 
closed at 2 & 3. Didn't become 
alert when Brett and I walked in 

room to check on him. Temp 
and humidity where they need to 

be, misted enclosure for water

calcium 1 super
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1/30 73 52 86.2 62 60s

8:14 up and moving, back in 
sleeping spot around 8:45, taken 

to vet - was alert and active at 
vet clinic.  Tested negative for 

parasites, physical health looks 
good.  suspected stress or other 

internal distress at this time.  
Will monitor him at home with 
less traffic to see if this helps 
with his behaviors.  Enclosure 
has been covered on 3 sides 
with black trash bags to help 

ensure feeling of safety

hydrated urate, solid poop

1/31 72 47 90 61 89

9:50 out of sleeping spot; out of 
sleeping spot all day until 5:09, 
can see in camera his eyes are 

moving around and he is moving 
head in camera, eyes seemed to 

finally close around 5:45

Calcium 2 silks, 8 crickets - didnt eat 
any

2/1 70 47 80 64 77

8:07 moved from sleeping spot, 
out most of day from what I 

could tell, we were not home a 
lot so heater was off more than 
on and we couldn't monitor as 
much.  Went into sleeping spot 
around 4, checked on him at 5:

45, eyes closed

Calcium 2 horn

2/2 70 55 85 63 86

9:13, still in sleeping spot, 
turned up heat to 72 ambient 

and then he moved around 9:20, 
back in sleeping spot 10:56 can 

see eyes are open; at times I 
cannot tell if eyes are closed but 
his head is down in his sleeping 
position, suspecting eyes are 
closed; 3:34 still in sleeping 

spot, cant tell if eyes are closed, 
head is tucked in like he is 

sleeping

2/3 70 54 86 64 86

8:00 moving out of sleeping 
spot, camera is close to 

enclosure to help see if eyes 
close in sleeping spot during the 

day.  Moved back to sleeping 
spot at 9:47, 12:12 no longer in 
sleeping spot, 4:14 in sleeping 

spot, some activity in room 
adjusting heater. 

Calcium 2 super, 8 crickets - ALL 
EMPTY
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2/4 70 56 87 63 91

Out of sleeping spot around 8:
45, back at 9:30.  Can't tell if 

eyes are closed head is tucked 
in like he is sleeping; 2:45 

physically checked on him eyes 
are closed, no response to me 
walking in, went in second time 
to clean bugs and feed Chams 

not alert for a while (video taken) 
3:00, eyes close again at 3:27,4:

10 eyes open.  Suspect they 
open when dogs bark 

Rapashy 8dubia, 2 super - didn't eat 
any

2/5 70 61 86

Up and alert with lights on. 
Gaping at all the movement in 

room (dogs snuck in, setting up 
camera), moved heater in case 

heat from that is blowing on him, 
9:30 put away clothes in there, 

he was on favorite branch eating 
bugs.  Didn't see him drink but 

dripper is going nearby. 

Repashy 8 dubia, 2 super


